St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School
Year 5 Art & Design Long Term Overview
Term

Topic

Autumn
1

TIME TRAVELLER

Key Learning
Use first hand observations using
different viewpoints, developing
more abstract representations of
people using a range of resources.
Develop a sense of proportion when
drawing a portrait.

Activities
Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and
other art, craft and design techniques.
Explore and create expression in portraiture. View
progression
Knowledge

Know how to organise line, tone
shape and colour to represent faces.

A portrait is a picture of a person that can be created
through drawing, painting and photography. Artistic
movements or artists that communicate feelings
through portraiture include the Expressionists.
Look at a range of portraits showing people of different
ages. Talk about how their facial features help us to
know or guess how old someone is and study their use
of expression. Order the portraits from youngest to
oldest and explain their reasons for ordering the
portraits in a particular way. Use pencil to draw a self
portrait, looking carefully at their features and
expressions and paying close attention to correct
proportions.- Paintings to study- Mona Lisa by Leonardo
da Vinci, Girl with Pearl Earring by Johannes Vermeer
and Whistler’s Mother by James McNeill Whistler.

Vocabulary
viewpoint
abstract
proportion
line
tone
shape
colour
perspective
contrast
composition
portrait

Term

Topic

SPRING
1

FRANCE/PARIS

Key Learning
Different viewpoints, developing
more abstract representations of
buildings.
Develop a sense of proportion
Introduce perspective, fore/back
and middle ground

Activities
Looking at architects- Eiffel tower, Bridges in Paris.
https://www.toureiffel.paris/en/themonument/history
Make detailed drawings of the above using a range
of mediums on a range of backgrounds.
Show total qualities using cross hatching,
pointillism, sidestrokes- use of rubber to
draw/highlight
Examples of bridges:
The Pont Neuf (oldest bridge)
Alexander the Third bridge- 1900
The Pont des Arts
The Passerelle Simone-de- Beuvoir- 2006

Vocabulary
viewpoint
abstract
proportion
perspective
foreground
middleground
background
contrast
composition
crosshatching
pointillism
highlight

Term
Summer
1

Topic
Beast Creator

Key Learning
Know which media to use to create
maximum impact.

Activities

Vocabulary

Mixed Media Collage.
Create a mixed media collage on the theme of
metamorphosis. Use printed images, photographs,
rubber stamps, newspaper, ink washes, water colour,
and experiment with enlarging, photocopying,
repetition, scale and colour to create an original piece
where each stage of a minibeast’s life cycle is
represented. Make sure each life stage is represented in
their collage!

Collage

Note: The artist, Kurt Schwitters, was a master of mixed
media and collage, although there are many
contemporary artists who also use this technique.

montage

mixed media

overlapping

high resolution
Digital Art

Integrate digital images into art
work

Make a fascinating fact file, presenting 20 amazing facts
about minibeasts. Make their fact files look beautiful,
illustrating them and covering with an insect-themed
book cover or sleeve.
Create a montage of minibeast imagery, or high
resolution photos of beautiful iridescent minibeasts.
Keep the fact files to show next year’s Year 5.

Outdoor Learning Opportunities: Children to explore school field to capture photographs of minibeasts- possibly as a forest school activity.

